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Abstract Segregation of Duties (SoD) is a critical aspect of SAP security aimed at preventing fraud, errors, and 

unauthorized activities within organizations. This white paper examines the inherent risks associated with 

inadequate SoD controls in SAP environments, explores common challenges in SoD management, and provides 

actionable strategies and best practices for mitigating SoD risks effectively. 
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Introduction  

Segregation of Duties (SoD) plays a pivotal role in ensuring the integrity and security of SAP systems by 

preventing conflicts of interest and enforcing proper authorization controls. This section provides an overview 

of SoD principles and its significance in SAP security. 

 

Understanding SoD Risks in SAP Security: 

Explore the various risks and consequences associated with inadequate SoD controls within SAP environments. 

This section discusses the potential impact of SoD violations on financial reporting, data integrity, regulatory 

compliance, and overall business operations. 

 

Common Challenges in SoD Management: 

Identify and discuss common challenges organizations face in effectively managing SoD controls within SAP 

systems. This includes issues related to complex role designs, conflicting business requirements, manual review 

processes, and lack of visibility into SoD conflicts. 

 

Strategies for Mitigating SoD Risks: 

Provide actionable strategies and best practices for mitigating SoD risks in SAP security. This includes 

implementing role-based access controls, defining clear SoD policies and guidelines, conducting regular SoD 

risk assessments, and leveraging automated tools for SoD analysis and monitoring. 

 

Best Practices for SoD Management in SAP: 

Discuss best practices for effective SoD management in SAP environments. This includes establishing a 

comprehensive SoD framework, defining ownership and accountability for SoD compliance, conducting regular 

training and awareness programs, and fostering a culture of compliance and accountability. 
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Leveraging Technology for SoD Compliance: 

Explore the role of technology solutions in facilitating SoD compliance within SAP systems. This includes the 

use of access control tools, continuous monitoring solutions, and risk intelligence platforms to identify, analyze, 

and remediate SoD conflicts in real-time. 

 

SoD Conflict Identification: 

Utilize automated tools or manual review processes to identify potential SoD conflicts based on defined SoD 

rules. Automated tools can analyze user access rights and identify instances where users or roles possess 

conflicting permissions that violate established SoD rules. 

Manual review processes may involve reviewing access rights reports, conducting interviews with process 

owners, or performing walkthroughs of critical business processes to identify potential conflicts. 

 

Case Studies and Real-World Examples: 

Below are real-world scenarios and case studies where organizations must successfully implement SoD controls 

in SAP security environments. in terms of fraud prevention, compliance, and operational efficiency. 

Below is an example of a SoD matrix for an employee compensation process, where a checkmark signifies that 

the role has responsibility for the task. 

 
In the matrix above, the person in charge of hiring employees cannot also be in charge of changing 

compensation or creating paychecks. Similarly, the person in charge of changing benefits cannot hire 

employees. 

• Vendor Maintenance & Posting Invoices 

Separation of creating vendors in a system from posting and paying invoices. Helps to prevent 

fictitious customers with fictitious invoices. 

• Purchase Orders & Approvals 

Purchase orders typically require multiple approvals. 

• Payments & Bank Reconciliation 

Making payments to vendors and reconciliation of bank statements. 

• Paychecks & Bank Reconciliation 

Paying employees and bank reconciliation. 

• Journal Entry & Approvals 

Separation of entering a journal entry and approval of journal entries. 

• Custody of Cash & Account Receivable Reconciliation 

Separating roles that manage cash deposits from customers and reconciliation of those deposits with 

sales records. 

• Hire & Set Compensation 

Hiring an employee and setting their compensation. Helps to prevent people from hiring friends at an 

inappropriate salary. 

• Hire & Approve Hire 
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Hiring an employee often must be approved by multiple departments. 

• Expenses & Expense Approvals 

Separation of claiming and approving expenses. 

• Asset Custody & Asset Inventory 

Separation of custody of assets and record keeping related to those assets. 

• Sales & Approvals 

Separation of selling and approval of sales deals such as approval of margins and customer credit. 

• Customer Maintenance & Credit Notes 

Adding customers in a system and posting credit notes. 

• Shipping & Customer Accounts 

Shipping and receiving is separated from posting transactions such as credit notes to a customer's 

account. 

• Risk Management & Trading 

Separating risk taking activities such as financial trading from risk management activities. 

• Advising Clients & Trading 

Separation of advising banking clients on things such as mergers & acquisition from trading that firm's 

stock. 

• Development & Administration 

Separating development of software and administration of systems, particularly production systems. 

Allows process to be followed in updating code that is tested and reviewed. 

• Development & Operations 

Separation of software development and the operation of related systems and services. Allows 

problems with software to be reported accurately and managed within process. 

• System Access Permissions 

Adding and editing system access permissions is viewed as a root authority that is separated from all 

financial management activities. 

• System Configuration & Approvals 

Changing systems and software typically requires several approvals. For example, implementing 

changes to firewall rules is separated from approving those changes. 

 

Regulatory Compliance and SoD: 

Discuss the regulatory requirements and standards that mandate SoD controls within SAP environments. This 

includes regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), GDPR, and industry-specific compliance frameworks, and 

their implications for SoD management. 

 

Future Trends and Considerations 

Discuss emerging trends and future considerations in SoD management for SAP security. This includes 

advancements in access control technologies, integration with emerging technologies such as AI and machine 

learning and evolving regulatory landscapes. 

 

Conclusion 

This white paper provides a comprehensive analysis of Segregation of Duties (SoD) risks in SAP security, 

offering actionable strategies, best practices, and real-world examples for effectively mitigating SoD challenges 

within SAP environments. It serves as a valuable resource for organizations seeking to strengthen their SoD 

controls and ensure compliance with regulatory requirements. 
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